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Chapter Six 
THE EMIGREYS 
Extract 

 
Water was still trickling down the drive that led from Tepe Houses to the coastal road 
below. We staggered gingerly down the slippery concrete slope and waited for the dolly. 
We chatted frivolously - about how the fast-encroaching oleanders looked like a scene from 
Day of the Triffids, how words like gusset and moist made us howl with laughter for no 
apparent reason and how we really should eat some fruit before we keel over from terminal 
scurvy. The chit chat and fresh air lightened my mood and it was good to have the sun on 
my back again. Twenty minutes passed. The bus was late.  

Just at that moment a beaten-up VW Beetle rumbled towards us, screeched to a halt 
and came to rest by the overgrown verge. A diminutive white head leaned out of the 
window, its features disguised by blinding winter sunshine.  

‘Merhaba gentlemen. Lift into town?’ said the head. It spoke warmly in impeccable and 
refined English. Liam smiled and attempted some unintelligible Turklish. 

‘Thank you,’ I said. ‘That would be wonderful.’ 
We clambered into the stranger's car. Liam sat next to the driver and I made do with 

the cramped back seat in the company of four shopping bags and a box of kindling. The 
ethereal sound of Tosca wailing on the castle ramparts serenaded us from a crackling 
speaker and a pleasant whiff of jasmine incense wafted over me. I stole a glance at our 
Good Samaritan. Dazzling white hair fashioned into a bun framed the radiant face of a 
Turkish woman in her sixties. She was poise personified, stylishly dressed in hodden grey 
with delicate silver jewellery complementing soft green eyes. The tin can car, on the other 
hand, was an utter wreck, littered with spent water bottles, crushed carrier bags and empty 
cigarette packets. An old set of gilded worry beads swung to and fro from the rear-view 
mirror, fighting for attention with a tiny statuette of the Buddha and a plastic icon of the 
Virgin Mary, both stuck on to the dashboard with Blu-tack. 

‘Hoşgeldiniz! New in town?’  
‘Just moved from London,’ I said, unable to contain my enthusiasm. I was instantly 

beguiled by our unlikely chauffeur. 
‘Oh, my dears, I adore London. So cosmopolitan, so cultured, so...me.’  
In a moment of instant rapture she closed her eyes and only came to when the car 

clipped the kerb. Liam searched for a seatbelt while I clung on to the hard rear bench.  
‘So why here? Why Turkey?’ she asked. 
‘Well we—’ 
‘I'm afraid the seatbelts broke off years ago, dear.’ 
‘We’re just resting,’ continued Liam. ‘And where better to rest than this?’ 
‘It is lovely here. I’m sure you’ll get along very nicely, very nicely indeed.’ 
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We bounced along the coastal road like an armadillo on speed, swerving to avoid the 
crater-sized potholes and rocking backwards and forwards on the soft suspension. 

‘Your English is quite beautiful,’ I said.  
‘Thank you. How sweet of you...’ 
‘Jack.’ 
‘Liam.’ 
‘Delighted. I'm Safiye but you can call me Sophia. All my English friends do. And this is 

Helga.’ 
Like idiots, we looked around the car for companion, assuming a toy poodle was 

hidden in the rubbish.  
The penny dropped. ‘Oh, the car,’ I said.  
Sophia beamed. ‘I'm an Istanbul girl but Helga is resolutely German. She’s like Wagner 

dear, goes on and on. We met in Köln thirty years ago. Thirty glorious...’  
Sophia drifted off again and Helga switched to autopilot. 
Liam snapped Sophia out of her suicidal trance. ‘You know London well?’ 
‘Yes, dear. I lived in Chelsea in the sixties, a magical time. The parties, the beautiful 

people…’ She paused, patted her up-stretched hair and stroked her left cheek. ‘I was a 
RADA girl, an actress and model. They say I was beautiful.’ 

‘You still are,’ I said studying her reflection in the rear-view mirror. It seemed the 
appropriate response and wasn't too far from the truth. Sophia was a handsome woman. 

‘Why thank you, dear. Bailey thought so too. David was such a clever man. Shame he 
was such a letch. Had a queer thing about parrots too I remember.’ 

Liam sniggered. Sophia continued regardless, clearly relishing the trip down memory 
lane.  

‘The Shrimp got all the best gigs. And that dreadful Penny Tree. Size nine feet and a 
face like a gerbil. And she still made it to the cover of Vogue. ’ 

‘You knew Jean Shrimpton?’ I said. 
‘I flew her to Istanbul. She fell in love with the place. Everyone does you know.’  
‘It’s an incredible city,’ said Liam. ‘We’ve been several times.’ 
‘Yes, dear, I can see why it would suit you. These days I prefer to winter in Bodrum.’ 
The car suddenly hit a sharp turn and veered right to avoid an oncoming tractor. The 

Buddha parted company with the Virgin Mary and slid off the dashboard. 
‘He always does that. Those two just can't get along.’ 
We all laughed. Ain't that the truth, I thought. 
A minute later we arrived at Yalıkavak's otogar and tumbled out of Helga. Liam 

tendered a few lira for the fare but Sophia feigned offence and waved the money away. We 
thanked her for her kindness and said our farewells. 

‘You are most welcome. I have a feeling we shall meet again. Görüşürüz, see you soon, 
my dears.’ 

With that, Tosca plummeted to her death and Sophia and her faithful old fräulein sped 
off towards Bodrum. 
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We stopped to catch our breath. A pensioner picking up two complete strangers was 
unheard of at home. We mused about our kindly old stranger and the low crime rate in 
Turkey, concluding that Sophia's refreshing trust was a welcome change from the rampant 
paranoia that had engulfed Blighty. 

Liam wasn’t convinced about the old girl. ‘What about all that Sixties stuff?’ 
‘I’d say it’s kosher,’ I said.  That one’s definitely dropped some acid in her time.’  
 

Yalıkavak was expectedly quiet. The giant sail awnings that graced the high street on our 
first visit had been folded away, the postcard vendors and tourist-tat traders had left for 
winter pastures and the few restaurants that hadn’t shut up shop had switched to winter 
menus. Even the beach was looking decidedly worse for wear after months of pounding by 
waves and unforgiving punters. We rambled past various tea-houses. All were choked with 
chain-smoking cloth-capped elders playing parlour games and sipping Black Sea çay. After a 
short stroll through the village, we stepped into a beachside restaurant and ordered a 
couple of Efes beers. Apart from the distant strains of Turkopop emanating from the 
kitchen, the place was deathly quiet. At one end of the restaurant, a small clutch of expats 
sat next to a smoking fire: a single woman and two middle-aged men. The woman was a 
skeletal, severe looking creature with an angular face, beady eyes, austerely short, home-
highlighted hair and a shrill northern accent. As she held court, her emasculated 
companions attended her silently, nodding in submissive deference as required. We sipped 
our beer and watched from a distance. She presented as a middle England misery of the 
highest order, complaining stridently of all things Turkish.  

‘Get the stroppy madam,’ whispered Liam. 


